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Dear Parents/Carers, 

We have produced a questionnaire about the school's 'wrap around' care, for your attention. The 'Rise 

and Shine' club (Breakfast) and 'Stay and Play' club (After School) will not be up and running at the 

start of the year. However, to help us determine the demand for these clubs, completing this 

questionnaire will give us an idea of who wants to use this provision, the staffing required to meet this 

and the eventual financial costs per session. 

We hope later on in the Autumn term, we can reintroduce this provision. There are obviously concerns 

about HOW we provide these clubs, while keeping 'Bubbles' intact. We cannot offer the previous 

arrangements for the two clubs, as this would 'mix' the children up from different Bubbles. 

Compounding the situation, the school have a significant number of staff members who previously 

ran these clubs, no longer based at Wellsprings. 

I would also add, it is very likely the costs will increase per session, as when staffing is eventually 

identified, there may have to be an increase in staffing numbers to maintain our 'Covid' arrangements. 

We may also have to also put a 'cap' on pupil numbers, although we would wish to be as inclusive as 

possible. Parents/carers would have to pay remotely and in advance which differs from the more 

'flexible approach' we have previously had, but considering the 'Covid' requirements, it is to be 

expected. 

If you are interested in using either or both of the clubs, please can you click on the link provided 

below and complete the questionnaire. Alternatively, a link for the 'QR' code for the questionnaire is 

also attached below. 

Many thanks, 

Wellsprings Primary School 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=3Uw9KN7IV06XfymowbLfelgUM9K8_5lKqoEXZ

Vi48q1UNTc0WFQ5T1BJNzVOQTg3NDNaVTQ3SzNMVy4u  
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